November 2016

To: Applicants
From: The REAP Team
RE: Helpful Tips and Announcements
As we enter the winter season, here are a few tips that will make your REAP experience a
smoother one.

Delete Your Application Only When Necessary

Obtaining a new job is exciting and is one of the goals REAP strives to help you to achieve.
Once you are hired for that new position you may be tempted to delete or deactivate your
REAP application. To save yourself from unnecessary time and effort, we advise against
deleting your REAP application. Instead, please log into your state’s REAP web site, go to
“update”, sign out on left side of screen and put your application on HOLD. This way, in the
event that you need to do another job search in the future, you only need to UPDATE your
application. (See Illustration 1)
Illustration 1
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Are You Having Final Submission Difficulty? Check How You Entered Your
Phone Number(s) on Your Application
If you are having difficulty doing a final submission, but cannot pinpoint which section you
need to complete, check your phone number entry, subsection 1.4, questions 6 and 7. (See
Illustration 2).

Illustration 2

Example - area code 314 - number 55555555 - Extension: nothing here (unless you
have an extension)

There's no dash in the main phone number section - first box is area code(314),
second box 7 digit phone Number (5555555), third box is for an extension
number(1230), if you have one. Make sure you click on NEXT to save updated
information. Then do a FINAL SUBMISSION, Sign your first and last name in the
box that says “signature” at the bottom of that page, click on “Submit
Application” and then put your application either on HOLD or ACTIVATE.
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Another Final Submission Tip – Make Sure You Complete All
Sections

In order for the REAP system to let you do a Final Submission, all sections including the
optional sections must have “finished” beside them on the main menu. You must open the
sections and click next or next subsection all the way through those sections. You must also
answer any pertinent questions that you may be asked in order to get a “finished” status. (See
Illustration 3)
Illustration 3
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We hope that the information provided helps to make searching for positions on REAP
improves the overall experience for applicants. We strive for continuous improvement and
appreciate your feedback and suggestions.

Best Regards,
Your REAP Team
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